
Institutional Distinctiveness 

The Vision of the Swatantrya Senani Ramrao Awargaonkar Law College is to 

“Eliminating the darkness of ignorance from the lives of people living in age-long poverty and 

helping them proceed towards knowledge to achieve all round development”. The objective of 

the College is to carry out the responsibility of dissemination of knowledge with a missionary 

zeal so that students in general and the students of weaker section in particular, may acquire 

competitive merit and excellence in legal education. The Mission: Providing quality education to 

socially and economically backward classes. Bringing out educational and cultural development 

of rural population. Providing standard facilities for hostel accommodation, physical education 

and value education.  Bringing out social transformation through legal education.  Creating 

resources and utilizing them for educational upliftment of common people.  Promoting 

intellectual, ethical, legal and cultural development of society.  Introducing technical and 

professional education for increasing employability and economic development. To create a 

wide-spread educational network seeking mass participating in education.  Balanced personality 

development of students.  

 

To impart excellent legal education to inculcate interest in students.  Provide legal 

education to needy, poor, deserving students of the area. Inculcation of values and legal 

education enshrined in constitution of India. Provide law students with social obligation towards 

society.  

The people of Marathwada Region comparatively, a backward area for years have felt 

within themselves urge to spread general awareness among the masses and provide facilities for 

legal education to the aspirants with the opening of M.S.P. Mandal’s Law College at Beed in 

1979. Now the name of the College is changed with the permission UGC, Government of 

Maharashtra and Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathwada University, Aurangabad and named after 

the great leader, Freedom Fighter and Former Member of Parliament, Swatantrya Senani Ramrao 

Awargaonkar, as Swatantrya Senani Ramrao Awargaonkar Law College, Beed. 

 Due to rapid growth of industries, Trade, Commerce and Information technology the 

complexity of labour, taxation and several other problems has been increased enormously. To 

overcome this problem the Marathwada Shikshan Prasarak Mandal, Bar and Bench requires 

experts and in order to provide personal to tackle these problems in an efficient manner. The 

college has successfully running U.G and P.G courses in the faculty of law. The college is 

successfully completed the NAAC Third Cycle in the Year 2017 and acquired the B+ grade. The 

college has recently completed 40 years of its fruitful service in the cause of legal education with 

many credits on record yet we genuinely feel so little done so much to do 

 


